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SUMMARY 
A method for obtaining a power spectrum of gust vertical velocity 
over a wide range of wavelength from simultaneous measurements made in 
flight has been devised and applied. This method has the advantage of 
not involving the use of airplane transfer functions. A gust vertical-
velocity spectrum was determined for one meteorological condition for 
wavelengths from 10 feet to 60,000 feet. The test was conducted at low 
altitude in clear-air turbulence having a root-mean-square intensity of 
5 f eet per second. At the higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths), the 
power spectral density varied at a rate which was between the -5/3 power 
which has been predicted theoretically and the inverse square of the 
frequency. The spectrum which was obtained tended to flatten out for 
the longest test wavelengths. The break frequency which provides an 
indication of the scale of the turbulence occurred at a wavelength of 
approximately 6 ,000 feet. The results obtained indicate that the method 
of obtaining spectra used in this investigation is practicable. 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of the techniques of generalized harmonic analysis 
to the study of the effects of atmospheric turbulence on airplane design 
has created a need for detailed information on the power spectra of gusty 
air. The range of wave length or frequency which is of interest in air-
plane design problems can be divided into three bands corresponding to 
the long-period (less than 0.1 cycle per second for a typical case), the 
short-period (0.1 to 1.0 cycle per second), and the very high frequency 
(1.0 to 30 cycles p er second) airplane longitudinal response modes. 
Previous measurements of power spectra, such as those of references 1 
to 3, have been r estricted to one of the three bands, primarily because 
the measuring techniques which have been used were r eadily applicable 
to only one frequency band. Even though t here have been enough meas-
urements made over different ranges to cover the entire range of wave-
lengths of inter est in airplane design problems, it is difficult to 
generalize over this wide range on the basis of the narrow-band measure-
ments made under different conditions of turbulence scale and intensity. 
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The purpose of t he present investigation has been to make a f light 
measurement of the vertical velocity component of atmospher i c turbulence 
whi ch covered all three frequency bands . The principal result was a 
power spectrum of the gust vertical ve l ocity which covers a very wi de 
r ange of wavelength for a single atmospheric condit ion. An additional 
r esult has been to demonstrate the feasib ility of the technique for gath-
ering a large amount of data for different turbulence condit i ons. This 
technique does not require t he use of a irplane transfer functions but 
involves instead t he calculation of t he i ncremental gust vertical veloc-
ity from the variat i ons in a irplane angl e of attack, vertical velocity, 
and pitch attit ude . A differ ent method of calculating the gust vertical 
velocity was employed i n ea ch of the t hree frequency bands. The varied 
cal culating t e chniques were used in the inter est of expediency, s i nce , 
in t he low frequency and very high frequency bands, simplifyi ng as sump-
tions which greatly r educed the task of data reduction could be made. 
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SYMBOLS 
angle of at t ack, radi ans 
angle between longi tudinal body axis and flight path, radians 
flight-path angle, radians 
pitch-attitude angl e , radians 
dis t ance f r om angl e -of-attack vane to a i rplane center of 
gravity , ft 
airplane f orward velOCity, ft/sec 
vertical ve l OCity , ft/sec 
Sub scripts: 
a airpl ane 
g gust 
v vane 
A dot over a symbol i ndicates the derivative wi th respect to time. 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION 
Measuring Technique 
In order to facilitate the use of existing NACA recording instru-
ments and to simplify the data-reduction procedure, the frequency range 
of interest was divided into three bands. The three frequency bands 
were defined as 0.01 to 0.1 cycle per second for the long-period band, 
0.1 to 1.0 cycle per second for the short-period band, and 1.0 to 
30 cycles per second for the very high frequency band. 
The geometrical relationships for the airplane and flow-direction 
or angle-of-attack vane are shown in the following sketch: 
v 
All angles are assumed to be small variations from the steady-state con-
dition, and small angle values are assumed for the trigonometric func-
tions. 
Based on the relations illustrated in the preceding sketch, the 
equation which relates gust vertical velocity to the airplane angle of 
attack, attitude, and vertical velocity is 
Wg = V(~ - e) - wa 
This equation is derived from the knowledge that the angle of attack due 
to gust velocity is 
-- -----
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wher e the angle between the longitudinal body axis and the flight-path 
angl e is 
0.,0 = 9 - ., 
and 
wa 
"/ = - V 
E~uation (1) i s modified f or appl i cation in each of the three fre~uency 
bands a s fol lows: 
For the long-per iod band where 6ct = 0 , 
. 
For the short -period band where 7,9 0., = o.,v + -, 
V 
. 
f::..Wg = V(t::I::L..,- - liJ) - f::..wa + 7,9 
For the very high fre~uency band where 0., ~ O"y, 
(4) 
It should be noted that i n the long -period band the angle of attack was 
considered to be constant , that i n the short-period band the angle-of-
attack indication of the vane was corrected for airplane pitching, and 
that in the very high fre~uency band the vane indication was used directly 
as a measure of gust velocity because the airplane pitching and vertical-
velocity response could be considered t o be negligible. Further discus-
sion of the instrumentation and computation techni~ues which were used 
for each band of fre~uency is now pr esented. 
Long-Period Measurements 
Primary instrumentation f or t he long -period range consisted of a 
sun camera, a statoscope, and an airspeed-altimeter. The sun camera 
measured pitch attitude of the airplane and the statoscope measured var -
iations in pressure a ltitude which were differentiated to obtain vertical-
velocity variations of the airplane ; both measurements were re~uired for 
use in e~uation ( 2) . The sun camer a, of course, has a disadvantage in 
that it re~uires clear skies and a flight path toward the sun. However, 
the sun camera was used rather than a gyroscopic attitude recorder because 
it was not certain that a suff i ci ently precise gyroscopic instrument was 
readily available . The sun camera allowed measurement of attitude to 
withi n about ~0 . 15° which corresponds to an error in vertical veloc i ty 
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of 3/ 4 foot per second . I n the worst case for the statoscope at a fre-
Quency of 0.10 cycle per second) the smallest change in vertical velocity 
which could be detected was about l~ feet per second. The resultant max-
imum error in gust velocity was therefore about 2 feet per second. Sup-
plementary instrumentation for the long-period band consisted of three 
control-position recorders . 
In order to provide for an extra- long record) a film speed of 
1/8 inch per second was used with a timer with a one-second interval. 
The long -period sample was 51 minutes long and corresponded to approxi-
mately 170 air miles at the mean airspeed of 290 feet per second. The 
root -mean-sQuare or standard deviation of the airspeed was approximately 
8 feet per second) and in the data reduction the airspeed was considered 
to be constant. The data were read at intervals of 5 seconds. The power 
spectrum was computed by digital methods for the freQuency range from 
0.005 to 0.1 cycle per second. This freQuency range corresponds to the 
band of gust wavelengths between approximately 60)000 feet and 3,000 feet. 
The band width for independent estimates of power was 0.005 cycle per 
second. 
Short -Period Measurements 
Instrumentation for the short -period range included a sensitive nor-
mal accelerometer, angle - of-attack vane) and a pitch-angular-velocity 
recorder. Supplementary instruments consisted of a three-component accel-
erometer and roll- and yaw-angular -velocity recorders. The angle-of-attack 
vane was mounted 44 inches ahead of the nose of the airplane on a boom 
(fig . 1). Indications from the angle - of-attack vane were corrected for 
induced velocity at the vane due to rate of pitching. The error in angle 
of attack due to upwash at the vane was estimated to be approximately 
8 percent and could properly be neglected in the determination of gust 
spectra. 
The pitch~ate record was also integrated to obtain airplane pitch-
attitude variations in this freQuency range. Airplane vertical velocity 
was obtained by integrating the normal-acceleration record. The maximum 
error in gust velocity was about 5 feet per second at 0.05 cycle per sec-
ond and decreased to 1/ 4 foot per second at 1 cycle per second. Film 
speed was 1/2 inch per second with a 1/2-second timer. 
The two 9-minute short -period samples were read at 1/2-second inter-
vals and the power spectrum of gust vertical velocity was obtained in 
the same manner as for the long -period range. The spectrum was determined 
over the range of freQuencies 0 .05 to 1.0 cycle per second corresponding 
to the range of gust wavelengths between 6)000 feet and 300 feet. The 
band width for independent estimates of power was 0.05 cycle per second. 
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Very High Frequency Measurements 
For measuring gust vertical velocity in the very high frequency 
range) a mass -balanced balsa angl e - of -attack vane was employed. This 
vane had a natural frequency ~f 50 cycles per second and had approximately 
6o - percent critical damping at the test speed and altitude . This vane 
was located on a boom approximately 50 inches from the nose of the air -
plane. The angle of attack i ndicated by the vane was used directly to 
compute gust vertical velocity as indicated in equation (4) . No correc-
tions for upwash or induced velocity due to pitch rate were included. 
Except in t he region of boom res onance) the measure of gust velocity 
should be wi thin t l / 4 foot per second . It should be noted that at or 
near the maximum frequency included by this investigation a possible 
error of 114 foot per second wil l be more significant than the larger 
possible error noted for t he lower frequency bands because of the greatly 
reduced gust velocities encountered in the very high frequency range . 
In order to provide a high degree of frequency resolution) a film 
speed of 4 inches per second with a timer with a 1/ 10 - s econd interval was 
used . The two 60-second very high frequency samples were read at 
1/60- second intervals and the power spectrum of gust vertical velocity 
was obtained in the same manner as in the preceding cases . The spectrum 
was determined over the range of frequencies from 0 . 5 to 30 cycles per 
second corresponding to the range of gust wavelengths between 600 feet 
and 10 feet . The band width for independent estimates of power was 
1 .0 cycle per second . 
TESTS 
Measurements of atmospheric turbulence were made simultaneously for 
the three frequency bands during a test run of 170 air miles from the 
upper end of the Chesapeake Bay to a point off Norfolk) Va . A jet fighter 
airplane was used for the t est vehicle. The approximate track of the 
fl i ght and the location of the test samples are shown in figure 2 . Data 
for the long -period range were recorded for the whole distance . The 
sampl e marked 1 in figure 2 was 51 minutes in length . Nine-minute samples 
for the short -period frequency band marked 2 and 5 i n the figure were 
obtained near the beginning and near the end of the flight. The two 
l -minute very high frequency samples marked 3 and 4 were recorded during 
the first short -period sample. The programing of the samples was designed 
to provide an i ndication of the consistency of the turbulence. 
The measurements were made in clear) moderately turbulent air which 
was turbulent primarily at low altitude and which was the byproduct of 
the northeasterly offshore passage of a storm center . There was a 
25 -knot northwest wind throughout the test runs. All the samples were 
obtained at a pressure altitude of 1)700 feet at a mean airspeed of 
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290 feet per second . The test run was started at 12m e. s . t. on 
January 20, 1955. The methods used herein were des i gned so that control-
fixed conditions were not required. It was possible, therefore, for the 
pilot to make normal correct i ons in order to hold speed and altitude 
within a specified range . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the measurements of gust vertical velocity are pre -
sented in the form of power spectral densities for the separate frequency 
bands in figures 3, 4, and 5 and the corresponding probability distri-
butions are shown in figures 6, 7, and 8. The composite wide -band spec -
trum is presented in figure 9 . 
Figure 3 shows the gust vertical-velocity spectrum for the long-
period measurements . A 95 -percent confidence band, based on the stat i s -
tical reliability of a sample as set forth in reference 4 is shown for 
an arbitrary slnooth fairing of t he spectrum. For values of inverse wave -
l ength less than 0.000017 cycl e per foot, the confidence band widens 
rapidly . Figure 4 presents the two short -period spectra with a 95-percent 
confidence band based on an arbitrary, straight - line fairing of mean 
values . These two samples which were obtained about 130 miles apart have 
approximately the same spectral shape and intensity . The very high fre -
quency samples of figure 5 were obtained about 20 miles apart and, again, 
agree fairly well in shape and intensity. The 95 -percent confidence 
limits are again shown for an arbitrary, straight - line fairing of mean 
values . I n both the short -period samples of figure 4 and the very hi gh 
frequency samples of figure 5, some data were obtained which overlap the 
adjacent lower frequency band . The sharp peak in power at 0 .024 cycle 
per foot ( 7 cycles per second) shown in figure 5 is the result of reso-
nance of the boom on which the angle - of -attack vane was mounted and 
should be disregarded . 
The probability distributions of figures 6, 7, and 8 are presented 
for comparison with the normal or Gaussian distribution. For some pur -
Joses the spectrum provides sufficient information to describe the effect 
)f gusts on a particular system . For example, the response spectrum and 
3tandard deviation can be determined . However, many applications, such 
~s computation of time on target or number of z~ro crossings, which can 
Je obtained from spectral information depend upon the assumption that 
the process has a normal distribution . Each of the probability distri -
Jutions were obtained from the gust time history computed for the corre -
3ponding frequency band and therefore represent gus t velocities which 
have been passed through a band-pass filter . The probability distribution 
Jf figures 6, 7, and 8 appear to be reasonably normal. 
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Figure 9 shows the composite spectrum over the whole range of fre -
quencies for which data were obtained . In terms of wavelengths, this 
range was from 10 feet to 60,000 f eet. The spectra for the two higher 
frequency bands are in each case the average of spectra from two samples. 
As a resul t, the 95- percent confidence bands are narrower for these two 
frequency bands than was the case in figures 4 and 5. The root -mean-
square gust velocity for the whole 51- minute test interval was slightly 
greater than 5 feet per second . According to the data of reference 5, 
gust intensities of this magnitude should be encountered not more than 
20 percent of the time in clear- air turbulence or not more than 6 percent 
of the tota l flight time at low altitude . The intensity difference between 
t he short -period spectrum and the ver y high f r equency spectrum in the over-
l apping region i s l argely a r esult of folding higher fr e quency power into 
the short- period spectrum. This i s an eff ect r esulting from the analysis 
of sampled da t a (ref . 4). The same r esult has been obta ined from several 
subsequent measurements of power spectra for two overlapping fre quency 
bands . The eff ect i s a l so present in the overlap between the l ong- and 
short-period spectra but the r esult i s not so pronounced. The root -mean-
squar e gust intensity was ca lculat ed for each of the nine 1 minute 
interva l s of the first short-period r ecord . The variation from the mean 
was no more t han ±20 percent. The compos ite spectrum i s ther efore prob-
ably best r epresented by a smooth f a iring of the data of figure 9 . 
At the higher frequencies the 'variation of power spectral density 
was at a rate between the - 5/3 power predicted by the theory of refer-
ence 6 and the inverse square of the frequency. This rate of intensity 
variation is in SUbstantia l agreement with the experimental results of 
references 2 and 3. The spectrum tended to flatten out at the lowest 
t est frequencies or longest wavelengths . The band of wavelengths covered 
by the measurements wa s broad enough to show that the asymptotic break 
in the spectrum occurs a t a wavelength of about 6 , 000 feet and thus pro-
vides an indication that the scale of the turbulence as commonly defined 
(as in ref. 5, for example) was about 1,000 feet. 
It should be noted that the procedure used in this investigation 
which involved film records and di gital computation methods is much more 
l aborious than will be the case when airborne tape recorders become 
available for use with existing harmonic analyzers for the data reduction. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of this investigation show that it is practicable to 
obtain a power spectrum of gust vertical velocity for a wide range of 
frequencies from a set of simultaneous measurements made in flight . Such 
a spectrum was obtained for one meteorological condition for a range of 
wavelengths of from 10 feet to 60, 000 feet. At the higher frequencies 
E 
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(shorter wavelengths) the r ate of variation of intensity was between the 
- 5/ 3 power predicted by theory and the inverse square of the frequency. 
The spectrum tended to flatten out for the longest test wavelengths. The 
spectrum break occurred a t a wavelength of about 6,000 feet. It should 
be noted that the procedure used in this investigation which involved 
film r ecords and digital computation methods is much more l aborious than 
will be the case when a irborne tape recorders become available for use 
with existing analog harmonic analyzers for the data reduction. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., March 12, 1956 . 
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Figure 1 .- Photograph of nose -boom installation of flow-direction vanes 
and airspeed head . 
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Figure 9. - Composite wide - band spectrum of gust vertical velocity for 
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